The Environmental Center directs activities to stimulate, expand, and coordinate education, research, and service efforts of the University related to ecological relationships, natural resources, and environmental quality, with special relationship to human needs and social institutions, particularly with regard to the State. The staff of the Center provides research and clerical support in the Center's three major areas of effort.

Education

Coordination of the Environmental Studies Major Equivalent and Certificate programs for the Liberal Studies Program of the University. Designated advisor to Liberal Studies students seeking a Major Equivalent or Certificate in Environmental Studies. Coordinator of Environmental Studies internships.

Research

Coordination of environmental research in the University, including identification and compilation of environmental research proposals and projects; performance or management of selected environmental research projects and contribution to the performance or management of others; and assistance to administrators, units, and committees concerned with environmental research.

Service

Coordination of environmental services provided by the University, including reviews of environmental impact statements, legislation, regulations, and major variances; preparation of state-of-knowledge reports; assistance to administrators, units, and committees concerned with environmental research; and advice to public and officials on access to environmental competence in the University.